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Abstract 
We give two linear algebraic conditions on a polynomial P(X, Y) and prove that each 
of these is a necessary and sufficient condition for P(X, I’) to have a younger Jacobian 
mate. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
We consider pairs of generic polynomials P(X, Y) = C,,Gi+jg n a&Y’, 
Q(x, Y) = CO<i+j<n bi$Y’, i.e. we think of the coefficients aij, bij as indeter- 
minates. The Jacobian condition a(P, Q)/a(X, Y) = 1 imposes bilinear equa- 
tions on the aij and the b, which are linear in each set of variables separately. 
We use those equations to induce matrices MP and HP that depend on P(X, r) 
only. We then prove two necessary and sufficient conditions on rank i& and 
rank HP for P(X, Y) to have a Jacobian mate of degree smaller or equal to n. 
These new results can be compared with known results [1,3,4]. 
2. On Jacobian mates 
Deliuition 1. Let n be a positive integer. A generic polynomial of degree n in the 
two indeterminates X, Y is a polynomial of the form 
P(X, Y, {Uij}i+jGn) = C UijX’Yj. 
i+j<n 
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A generic polynomial map of degree n in the two indeterminates X,Y is an 
ordered pair of generic polynomials of degree n in X, Y, i.e. 
F = (P(x, Y, {aii)i+j<,)> QW, Y, {b,);+j,n)). 
The Jacobian of F is 
JF(~, Y, {Qij)i+j<n, {bijIi+j<,) = a(P, Q)/a(x, Y). 
Definition 2. Let n be a positive integer. The Jacobian variety of degree n is the 
variety 
vCCJFCX, y, {“ijIr+j<n, IbijIi+j<n) - l), 
where JF is considered to be a polynomial of (X, Y). 
Thus Vc(JF - 1) is given by 
(2k2f)+2) = (“) 
equations which are bilinear forms in ({aij}i+j$,,, {bij}i+j< .) (so in only 
2 n+2 
( > 2 
-2 
indeterminates). All the equations are homogeneous except for the equation 
~10~01 - ao1ho = 1. 
We have 
2(ri2) -1) 
coefficients for two polynomials of degree n (at most) and the Jacobian variety 
is determined by 
p= ‘2” 
0 
equations on these coefficients. All the equations are quadratic expressible 
linearly in terms of the Grassmann coordinates of the line that passes through 
the two points that are determined by the coefficients of the two polynomials. 
All the equations except for one are homogeneous. Let us denote: 
P(X, Y) = C UijX’Yj, 
l$i+j<n 
Q(X, Y) = C bijX'Y'+ 
l<i+j<n 
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Then 
aP/&Y = C i+X- yj, aplay = C j&Yj-l, 
1 <i+j<n l<i+j<n 
aQ/ax = C ibijXi-‘Yj, aQ/ay = C jbijXiYj-'. 
l<i+j<n 1 <i+j<n 
so 
a(P, Q)/a(X, Y) = c iaijXi-‘Yj 
( l<i+j<n 
= c ilj2(ailj,bitiz - aizi2bi,j,)Xi~+iz-lYji+i~-l. 
l<q+,] 6” 
,CiZ+j*sn 
We note that if we put i=il+iz-1,j=jl+j2-1 then iZ=i-il+lr 
jz=j-jl+l. Also l<il+jl<n and l<iz+jz<n. The last double in- 
equality is 
l<(i-il+l)+(j-jl+l)<n 
or 
i+j+2-n<il+j,<i+j+l 
combining that with 1 < il + jl < n we obtain 
max(l,i+j+2-n)<il+jl<min(n,i+j+l). 
This proves the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. The Jacobian variety of degree n is given by the following 
p= y 0 
equations: 
c il(i- jl+ 1) 
max(l,i+j+2-n) $ il+jl < min(n,i+j+l) 
’ [ai,jlb(i-i,+l)Ci-jl+l) - a(i-il+l)(_+j,+l) qJl b. ] = 0, 
wobo, - aolho = 1, 
where l<i+j<2(n-1) 
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Definition 3. Let us arrange the coefficients {bij}, ( i+jG n in a certain order, say, 
the lexicographical order. Then we may view the p equations in Theorem 1 as a 
linear system which is non-homogeneous, of 
p= ‘2” 0 
equations in the 
n+2 
q= ( > 2 -I 
unknowns {bij}0<i+j<n- The matrix of the coefficients of the system has for its 
entries integral multiples of certain {aij} such that the sum of the coefficients in 
each row is 0. We shall denote this matrix that depends only on P(X, I’) by MP. 
We can now give a linear algebraic characterization of polynomials that 
have Jacobian mates. 
Theorem 2. Let P(X, Y) E c[X, YJ and denote n = deg P(X, 3’) and 
0 
ep= ’ 
i: 1 0 1 
the unit vector of dimensions p x 1. P(X, I”) has a Jacobian mate of degree smaller 
or equal to n ij?- 
rank {Mp} = rank {MpeP}. 
Here Mpep is the matrix A& augmented by the column ep. 
Proof. The following is a well-known fact [2]: 
A necessary and sufficient condition that the non-homogeneous equations 
2gijXj = Ci (i = 1,. . . ,P) 
j=l 
have a solution is that the matrices 
1 Qll . . . % . . . . . . . . . 
\ a,1 . . . a, 
have the same rank. 
%? 
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Clearly P(X, Y) has Jacobian mate of degree smaller than or equal to n iff the 
system of equations of Theorem 1 has a solution {b,}, 1 6 i + j < n. However, 
this is a linear system in the {bV} and its coefficient matrix is MP while its 
column of free elements is eP. This proves the assertion. 0 
As noted above and as is clear from Theorem 1 the Jacobian variety is 
determined by p - 1 homogeneous equations plus one more non-homogeneous 
equation, namely, al,-& - aolbro = 1. With the lexicographical order this last 
equation corresponds to the last row of MP. This row is 
(0,. . . i 0, -ao1, Qo). 
Thus A& consists of a 
(P-1)x ((“:‘)-I> 
matrix HP that corresponds to the p - 1 homogeneous equations, sitting on the 
top of the row (0,. . . ,O, -UOI,UIO). 
Definition 4. The 
CP-w(r:‘)-1) 
matrix HP is called the homogeneous matrix of the polynomial P(X, Y). 
We can now give a second linear algebraic characterization of polynomials 
that have Jacobian mates. 
Theorem 3. Let P(X, r) E qX, r]. P(X, Y) has Jacobian mute of degree smaller or 
equal to n lj7 
rank {MP} = 1 + rank {HP}. 
Proof. Let n = deg P(X,Y) and r=rank {Mp}. By Theorem 3, P(X,r) has a 
Jacobian mate iff 
rank {MP} = rank {MpeP}. 
Since r=rank {I&} it follows that MP contains an r x r submatrix which is 
regular and that any (r + 1) x (r + 1) submatrix of MP is singular. 
We claim that the condition rank {I&} = rank {MpeP} is equivalent to the 
following condition: 
Any r x r regular submatrix of MP must contain entries in the last row of 
MP, namely, in (0,. . . ,O, -uol,ulo). 
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For if there was an r x r regular submatrix of MP containing no entries in 
the last row then this submatrix had also to be a submatrix of HP and so clearly 
MPeP had to contain a regular (r + 1) x (r + 1) submatrix (one of whose entries 
is the 1 in 
(P> (7’)). 
So that 
rank {A&q,} > r + 1 
which is not possible. 
Hence HP contains no submatrix of order r x r which is regular but contains 
regular submatrices of order (r - 1) x (r - 1). Hence 
rank{Hp}=Y-l=rank{Mp}-1. 0 
Even though the conditions given in Theorem 2 or Theorem 3 are linear 
algebraic, they certainly are not linear in the coefficients of P(X, r). To see this 
let us turn to the example of the case n = 2. 
Example 1. Let P(X, Y) = a2f12 + at&Y + ao2Y2 + al& + a01 Y. The Jacobian 
variety in the case n = 2 is given by 
- 4lb20 + a2oh1 = 0, 
- aozb20 + azobo2 = 0, 
- QO2hl + @lb02 = 0, 
- 2UOlb20 + QOhl - UllhO + 2U20bOl = 0, 
- ao1h1 + 2UlObO2 - 2UO2blO + UllbO, = 0, 
- ao1ho + alob = 1. 
So in this case we have 
0 0 0 
Mp = 
0 0 0 
Hence also 
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Hp=[:;:, i; iO .;z z;j. 
It is known that P(X, Y) has a younger Jacobian mate iff 
P(X, Y) = (ax + bY)2 + cx + dY 
for some a, b. c, d which satisfy ad - bc # 0. Combining that with the criterion 
given in Theorem 4 we get after changing the notations as follows. 
A = -all, B = u20, C = -uo2, D = -uol, E = alo. 
Theorem 4. 
ABO 0 0 
COB0 0 
0 C -A 0 0 
0 D 2E 2C -A 
0 0 0 D E 
ABO 0 0 
COB00 
0 C -A 0 0 
20 E 0 A 2B 
0 D 2E 2C -A 
u there are a, b, c, d so that ad - bc # 0 and A = -2ub, B = u2, C = -b2, 
D=-d,E=c. 
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